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When it comes to pets, there are a few common 
cleaning issues that go hand in hand. No need to panic - 
we’ve got the solutions to your pet-stain related qualms.

Urine

When toilet training your pets, there’s likely to be a few 
accidents that happen along the way. Pet pee can 
contain all sorts of chemicals, water and waste, which 
can leave behind a nasty stain on your carpet.

•   Use Stain Remover: gently blot with clean paper towels 
towards the centre of the stain.

•   Act quickly! Urine is highly acidic and will bleach some 
carpets. Once bleaching occurs this cannot be corrected 
with stain removing products.



Vomit

If your pet has eaten something disagreeable, 
you may be confronted with the odor and stain 
of vomit on your carpet.

•   Use both Stain Remover and Odour Remover: 
remove the visible stain with the stain remover, 
then eliminate the smell by spraying Odour 
Remover onto the stain.

Mud

Pets love playing outside, and with this comes 
the possibility of muddy pawprints trudged 
throughout your home.

•   Use Spot Remover: apply to specific a�ected area.



Odours

Particularly with cat urine, the strong scent of feline 
pheromones (glandular secretions contained in the 
urine to mark the cat's territory) is di�cult to 
permanently eliminate.

•   Use Odour Remover to follow up cleaning: 
attacks odour at its source, by deodorising, 
disinfecting and killing germs.



Furry FAQs

How often should I use Rug Doctor if I have pets?

If you have animals it is recommended that you clean your carpets 
and upholstery every 6-12 months.

Is Rug Doctor safe to use around pets?

Yes! We recommend you keep your pets away from the cleaning 
area until your carpet has completely dried, but our products are 
non-toxic and safe to use when pets are a part of your family.

Does Rug Doctor work on pet stains?

Yes! Absolutely. Using the right rug doctor product (or combination 
of products) depending on the type of pet stain will leave your carpet 
clean and odourless.



•   Use Spot Remover: apply to specific a�ected area.

To see more “How to” videos  and stain 
removal charts, check out our website:

rugdoctor.co.nz


